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1. Introduction- Scope of the manual/Field of application
This instruction manual refers to the Miniodessa line of refrigerated cabinets. The
scope of the information that follows is that of providing indications concerning:
- Use of the cabinet;
- Technical characteristics;
- Installation and assembly;
- Information for the personnel in charge of its use;- Maintenance operations.
This manual should be considered part of the cabinet and must be kept for the entire life of the
cabinet itself.
The manufacturer holds itself exempt from all responsibility under the following
circumstances:
- Improper use of the cabinet;
- Incorrect installation, not carried out according to the norms indicated;
- Defects in the electric supply;
- Serious lacks in required maintenance;
- Unauthorised changes and operations;
- Use of non-original spare parts;
18
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- Partial or total non-observance of instructions given.
N.B.Electrical appliances can be dangerous to your health.
The norms and laws in force must be respected during installation and use.
Anybody using this cabinet must read this manual.

2. Presentation - Foreseen use (Fig. 1)
The refrigerated cabinet Miniodessa is a vertical display cabinet with built-in condensing unit. It
opens on the front and is designed for storage and self-service sales of pork products, dairy
products, fruit and vegetables.
It is available in the following sizes: 937-1250-1875-2500 and equipped with shelves, adjustable in
height with 35 mm pitch, and automatic evaporation of condensation water.
Its compact size makes it suitable for specialised shops, small supermarkets and promotional sales
in supermarkets.

3. Technical data
Description
CODE
Length, endwalls excluded
Length, endwalls included
Working temperature
Allowed temperatures (Ts) EC 97/23

U.M.
mm
°C

Miniodessa
06082402
937
1037

06082404
1250
1350

06082406
1875
1975

SL = + 2°C / + 4°C MT = 0°C / + 2°C FV = + 5°C
Max + 32° Min - 10°

Display size

m2

1,64

2,20

3,30

Compressor

no. x type

J9226GK

J9232GK

J9238GK

(W)

1928

Refrigerating power
Refrigerant
Max allowed pressure (Ps) CE 97/23
Capillary tube
Evaporator fan

kg
bar
Ø x cm

1 x 38
200 - 31°
1 x 60
254 - 27°

2 x 38
200 - 31°
2 x 60
254 - 27°

3 x 38
200 - 31°
2 x 60
254 - 27°

2 x 36

2 x 55

3 x 55

1200

1200

1200

23.4

31.9

48.1

345

460

690

2280 (10)

2380 (10.5)

2600 (11.5)

1155.4 (5.02)

1449 (6.3)

1977.3 (8.6)

kWh

22

28.3

42

kg

250

280

351

dm3

420

560

840

dB(A)

58.6

59

57

no. x W
( Ø x a)

Condenser fan
Power supply - Frequency - Phase
Ceiling lighting

V - Hz Ph
no. x W

Water evaporating element
Anti-steaming element
Defrost heater

W

w

Absorbed power
W (A)

Absorbed power
Daily consumption
Weight
Loading volume
Noise level (ISO 3746)

0.072” x 220

2360
2878
R404A - Group 2 Art. 9 CE 97/23
25.5 bar
0.085” x 240
0.085” x 290

06082409
2500
2600
/ + 7°C

-

THE TECHNICAL DATA AND CHARACTERISTICS MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR IMPROVEMENTS WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION OF PRIOR WARNING.

4. Norms and Certifications
The reference norms according to which the cabinet has been tested and approved are:
EN-ISO 23953 - 1/2; EN 60335-2-89; EN 61000-3-2; EN 61000-3-3; EN 55014.
ENVIRONMENTAL CLIMATIC CLASSES
These cabinets were tested for climatic class 3 (25°C; R.H. 60%):

06/01/2016
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Climatic Class

Temp. dry bulb

1
2
3
4
5
6

16°C
22°C
25°C
30°C
40°C
27°C

Relative
Humidity
80%
65%
60%
55%
40%
70%

Dew Point
12°C
15°C
17°C
20°C
24°C
21°C

The cabinets comply with the essential requisites of the following directives:
- Machine Directive 98/37 EEC;
- Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 89/336 EEC and subsequent amendments 92/31 EEC,
93/68 EEC;
- Low Voltage Directive 73/23 EEC and subsequent amendment 93/68 EEC.
The field of EEC directive CEE 97/23 (PED) does not apply according to the terms of Art. 1
paragraph 3.

5. Identification - Nameplate (Fig. 2)
The technical nameplate indicating the technical characteristics is located inside the cabinet:
1 Manufacturer's name and address
2 Name and length of the cabinet
3 Cabinet code number
4 Cabinet registration number
5 Power supply voltage
6 Power supply frequency
7 Max. absorbed current
8 Electric power absorbed at steady state during refrigerating phase (compressors + fans + hot
cables + water evaporation resistance)
9 Electric power absorbed at steady state during defrosting phase (hot cables + evaporator fan +
water evaporation resistance)
10 Illuminating power (where applicable)
11 Useful display surface
12 Useful loading volume
13 Type of refrigerating gas used in the appliance
14 Environmental climatic class and reference temperature
15 Class of protection against humidity
16 Manufacturing job number of the cabinet
17 Manufacturing order number of the cabinet
18 Manufacturing year of the cabinet
In case of technical service request, please communicate the following information for the
identification of the cabinet:
- product name (Fig. 2 - 2);
- registration number(Fig. 2 - 4);job number
(Fig. 2 - 18).

6. Transportation (Fig. 3)
The cabinet is fitted with a wooden support fixed to the base for handling by means of fork-lifts.
Use a manual or electric lift truck suited for raising the cabinet in question.

7. Receipt and first cleaning
Upon receipt of the cabinet:
- Make sure that the packaging is intact and that it is not evidently damaged;
- Unpack the cabinet with care so as not to damage the cabinet itself;
- Check each single part of the cabinet making sure that all its components are intact;
- If anything is found to be damaged, immediately call the supplying company;
20
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- Proceed with a first cleaning using neutral products, dry with a soft cloth, do not use abrasive
substances or metal sponges.
For correct packaging disposal, remember that it contains:
Wood - Polystyrene - Polythene - PVC - Carton.
In compliance with EEC Directive 94/62 we hereby approve the materials above.
N.B.All these operation should be performed by specialized technical personnel only.

8. Installation and environmental conditions (Fig. 4)
For installation, follow the instructions below:
- Do not position the cabinet:
in places containing explosive gaseous substances;
in the open air and, therefore, exposed to atmospheric agents;
near sources of heat (direct sunlight, heating appliances, incandescent lights, etc.);
near air currents (near doors, windows, air-conditioning systems, etc.) that should not exceed the
speed of 0.2 m/s.
- Make sure that the floor is level.
- Remove the wooden supports on the base (used for transportation) and mount the adjustable
feet(Rif. 2) regulating them so as to position the cabinet horizontally; use a level (Rif. 1) to make
sure of its positioning.
- After moving the cabinet, check leveling.
- Remove the wooden protections located on the cabinet top.
- Install the cabinet keeping a min. distance of 60 mm from any other surface.
- Before connecting the cabinet to the electric supply, make sure that all the data on the
nameplatecorresponds to the characteristics of the electrical system to which it will be connected.
- In order for the cabinet to operate correctly, the temperature and the environmental relative
humiditymust respect the parameters indicated in norm EN 441-4 that provides a Climatic Class 3
(+25°C; R.H. 60%) .
- Make sure that the ventilation openings of the condensing unit are not blocked (Fig. 6 Rif. 10).

9. Electric connections (Fig. 9)
- The cabinet is designed for connection to a plug (NOT SUPPLIED): install a plug of adequate
capacity for the electric connection to the power cable, respecting the safety rules:
- yellow-green = earth light blue = neutral brown = phase
- The cabinet must be protected upstream by means of a thermomagnetic omnipolar
automaticswitch, of suitable characteristics, which also works as main knife switch in the line (Rif. 4
Fig. 5).
- The operator must know the switch position in order for it to be readily accessible in case of EMERGENCY.
- The electric system must be grounded.
- First of all, make sure that the power supply voltage is the same as that indicated on the
nameplate230V/50Hz mono-phase (Fig. 2).
- In order to guarantee regular operation, the maximum voltage variation must fall between +/-6%
ofthe nominal valuee.
- Do not connect any other appliances to the same electrical socket (do not use adapter plugs).
- Make sure that the electric cable is laid in such a way that it does not get damaged and that it
doesnot constitute a risk of accidents to people.
- Make sure that the power supply line has cables with suitable thickness, in any case of no less
than2.5 mm² and that it is protected against over-currents and dispersion towards earth in
accordance with the norms in force.
- For power supply lines that are longer than 4-5 m, increase the cable section accordingly.
- In the event of a power failure, make sure that all the electric appliances in the shop can be restarted without activating the over-current protections; if not, modify the system so as to
differentiate start-up of the various devices.
06/01/2016
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The automatic magnetothermal switch must not open the circuit on neutral without also
opening it on the phases at the same time and, in any case, the opening distance of the
contacts must be at least 3 mm.
N.B.All these operation should be performed by specialized technical personnel only.

10.Start-up and adjustment (Fig. 5)
Cut-off power supply to the electric socket before inserting or removing the plug.
- Unplug the unit;
- Remove the front casing;
- Make sure that the main switch (Rif. 4) located on the electric panel is turned to "ON" or "1";- Mount
the front casing; - Plug in.
The refrigerating appliance will start up immediately.
After approx. 60 minutes of operation of the empty cabinet, once the cabinet temperature is stable,
load the foodstuffs, previously cooled to their respective preserving temperature.
The refrigerating temperature is checked using the mechanical thermometer located on the air
suction panel (Rif. 6) and can be adjusted using the thermostat located on the electrical panel (Rif.
5). Normally, temperature values are set up during factory testing, but it is possible to alter its value,
if needed, using the graduated knob and checking the variation on the mechanical thermometer in
the first hours following this variation.
Too low set-up temperatures may compromise the troublefree operation of the cabinet as they may
alter the thermostatic pauses.
Temperature adjustment should be made by a qualified refrigeration expert only.

11.Cabinet loading (Fig. 6)
A number of important rules should be followed in loading the cabinet:
- position the items evenly, without empty spaces, so as not to interrupt the correct circulation of
airthat may cause the temperature to increase and ice to form on the evaporator (Rif. 8);
- leave approx 30 mm space between the items and the shelf immediately above;
- do not obstruct the air intake opening (Rif. 10) located on the cabinet base;
- we recommend that the first loaded items are consumed first and only then the last loaded
ones(item turnover);
- The max. load allowed on the shelves and in the tray is approx. 160 kg/m2 (Rif. 9); - The shelves
can be inclined in 3 positions 0°; -10°; -20° (Rif. 9).
Attention!Do not load the cabinet top with boxes, packages or other objects.

12.Defrosting and water discharge
The line of Miniodessa refrigerated cabinets is equipped with an off-cycle defrost system (40
minutes every 6 hours).
During the defrosting phase, the temperature of the products displayed will rise but will not, in any
case, exceed the limits imposed by law; once the defrosting phase has been completed, the
appliance will rapidly return to working temperature (-1°C + 5°C).
The defrosting water is collected by means of a special socket leading to a basin situated at the base
of the cabinet and fitted with an electrical resistance so as to facilitate evaporation of the defrost
water collected.
WE RECOMMEND PROVIDING A DRAIN IN THE FLOOR TO SAVE ENERGY.
N.B.Periodically have a qualified installer check that the hydraulic connections are in a perfect
state.

13.Lighting (Fig. 7)
The internal lighting of the cabinet is provided by fluorescent lamps (Rif. 12).
The light switch is located next to the ceiling light (Rif. 13).

14.Night blind - option - (Fig. 7)
In order to prevent cold dispersion and so as to guarantee hygiene of the items displayed during the
night, night blinds are available as an option (Rif. 17).
22
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The movement of the night blind, if motorised, is regulated during factory testing.
For the correct operation of the cabinet, the lower end of the night blind should be kept at a distance
of approx. 10 mm from the air intake opening (Rif. 11), and should not reach or exceed this limit.
The night blind switch is located next to the light switch (Rif. 14).

15.Lamp replacement (Fig. 7)
To replace the lamp, follow the instructions below:
- Switch off the cabinet using the main switch (Fig. 5 Rif. 4) located on the electric panel.
- Disconnect voltage from the power supply outlet and unplug.
- Turn the protective case and the lamp by approx. 90° (Rif. 16) (until it clicks) and extract them
fromthe lamp base by pulling them downwards.
- Remove the caps (Rif. 15), pull out the lamp from the protective case and replace it with a new
one.
- Restore the caps, making sure that the contacts are correctly housed in the relevant holes.
- Reposition the lamp assembly and the case in the lamp base and turn it by 90° until it clicks.
- Restore power supply.

16.Multiplexing of cabinets (Fig. 8)
To multiplexing two or more cabinets, follow the instructions below:
- Remove the endwalls.
- Position the cabinets side-to-side.
- Remove the back panels to gain access to the rod holes.
- Join the rods (Rif. 18) and the straps (Rif. 19) using the screws supplied (2) - (4).
- Mount the back panel.MULTIPLEXING KIT
Ref.

Code

Q.ty

Description

1

02211300

4

Cabinet multiplexing strap

2

04711065

4

Screw TCEI M8X120 (Cylindrical head and flush hexagon)

3

04230600

7

Hexagonal nut M8

4

04711042

3

Screw TCEI M8X60 (Cylindrical head and flush hexagon)

5

04480112

10

Ring D 8,5x24

6

02940652

2

Threaded pin

7

04703006

12

Screws type AF TSP (self-threading, flat flared head) 4,8 x 32 crosshead

17.Maintenance and cleaning
Attention!BEFORE ANY MAINTENANCE OR CLEANING OPERATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT, CUT
OFF POWER SUPPLY TO THE CABINET BY MEANS OF THE MAIN SWITCH.
Foodstuffs are vulnerable to the proliferation of bacterial and microbic colonies; refrigerating cabinets
that are well kept and cared for, as well as personnel with scrupulous personal hygiene, constitute
the basis for assuring consumers of the safeguarding of their health.
The strict respect of hygiene rules is an absolutely indispensable condition, as well as the respect of
the cold chain of which the sales point constitutes the last controllable link.
Cleaning of the refrigerating cabinets is distinguished as follows:
Cleaning the external parts (Daily / Weekly)
- Clean all the external parts of the cabinet weekly using neutral detergents for domestic use or
soapand water.
- Rinse with clean water and dry using a soft cloth.
- DO NOT use abrasive products and solvents that may in any way alter the surfaces of the
cabinets.
- DO NOT spray water or detergent on the electric parts of the cabinet.- DO NOT use alcohol to
clean parts in metacrylate (plexiglas).
Cleaning the internal parts (Monthly)
06/01/2016
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Cleaning of the inner parts of the cabinet aims at eliminating all of the pathogenic micro-organisms
so as to thus better protect the foodstuffs contained.
Before carrying out the inner cleaning of a cabinet or of a part of one:
- Empty it completely of all the foodstuffs it contains.
- Cut off power supply to the cabinet by means of the main switch.
Unmount all the removable parts such as display trays, various grids, etc., wash them with lukewarm
water and detergent mixed with a disinfecting liquid, and dry carefully.
- Carefully clean the bottom tray.
- In the case of abnormal formation of ice, please call a Qualified Refrigerator Technician.
Cleaning the condenser (Fig. 5 - Rif. 7)
The condenser should be cleaned once a month so as to eliminate the dust accumulated.
- Remove the front casing.
- Proceed with cleaning using brushes with hard bristles (not metal) or a vacuum cleaner,
payingattention not to bend or damage the condenser fins.
To protect hands during this operation, wear working gloves.
Once the cleaning operations have been completed, re-mount all the removable parts (cleaned and
dried) and restore power supply. Once the internal operating temperature has been reached, the
products to be displayed can be replaced inside the cabinet.
N.B.Make sure that fans, ceiling lights, electric cables and any other electric equipment are not
wetted during cleaning.

18.Dismantling the cabinet
In accordance with the waste disposal regulations in each country and in respect of the environment
in which we live, please differentiate the parts of the cabinet so as to be able to dispose of them
separately or recycle them appropriately.
None of the parts that make up the counter can be disposed of together with urban solid waste,
except for the metallic components which, in any case, are not classified as special waste in most
European countries.
Materials used in the manufacture of the cabinet:
- Tubes, steel profiles and sheets: lower frame, uprights and shelves
- Copper, Aluminium:
refrigerating circuit, electric system and upper ceiling
light
- Galvanized steel sheet:
motor base, lower panels, painted panels, base structure
- Foam polystyrene (R134a):
thermal insulation
- Tempered glass:
glass sides and shelve front risers
- Wood:
foamed tray side frames
- ABS-PVC:
bumper, handrail and price holders
- Polystyrene:
thermoformed endwalls
- Polycarbonate:
lamp protection, air outlet honeycomb
Methacrylate:shelve front risers
This product contains HFC, a refrigerating gas with a high Global Warming Potential (GWP).
ARNEG equips its cabinets with refrigeration units incorporating the following types of refrigerating
gasses:
R 134a; GWP (100) = 1300 R
404A; GWP (100) = 3750
in the family of the HFCs, which are fluoridated gasses with a high global warming potential (GWP),
regulated by the Kyoto protocol (check on the rating plate or adhesive label on the compressor which
of these two gasses is used in the unit).
Therefore:
THE COMPONENTS OF THE REFRIGERATING CIRCUIT MUST NOT BE CUT OR SEPARATED,
BUT MUST BE TAKEN INTACT TO CENTRES SPECIALISED IN RECYCLING REFRIGERATING
GAS.
This unit is hermetically sealed and the refrigerating gas load is under 3 kg.
24
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For this reason it is not subject to the requisite of an installation booklet and periodic
inspections for leakage of the refrigerating gas (Presidential Decree no. 147 of February 15,
2006 Art. 3 and 4).

19.Useful suggestions
Please read the Installation and Use Manual carefully; in this way, our telephone operator will be
able to provide more precise indications as to the Technical Assistance required in the event of
operating problems.
Before carrying out any maintenance operation on a refrigerating cabinet, make sure that it
has been unplugged.
Should the client detect any failure in the cabinet operation, check the points below before
calling the Technical Service:
- Check that the ambient temperature and humidity values do not exceed the ones indicated. For
this reason, the air conditioning, ventilation and heating devices in the shop should always be kept
at full efficiency.
- Limit the speed of the ambient air to values lower than 0.2 m/s near the cabinet openings; in
particular, it is also necessary to prevent air streams and air intakes from being directed toward the
cabinet openings.
- Make sure that the goods displayed are not exposed to direct sunlight.
- Limit the temperature of radiating surfaces in the shop, e.g. by insulating the ceilings.
- Do not use spotlights with incandescent lamps directly oriented towards the cabinet.
- Do not obstruct the air intake or socket grids for any reason with the foodstuffs or labels,
accessories or other objects.
- Only use the cabinet for items previously refrigerated to the temperature that normally
characterisesthe chain of cold.
- Make sure that the cabinet is always capable of maintaining such a temperature.
- Respect the loading limit and never overload the cabinet.
- When loading the cabinet, do so that the goods loaded first will also be the first to be sold.
- Periodically check the operating temperature of the cabinet and that of the foodstuffs that it
displays(at least twice a day, including week-ends).
- In the event of failure, immediately take all possible steps to prevent the refrigerated foodstuffs
contained in the cabinet from heating up (replace them in the main cell, etc.).
- Immediately remove any possible fault detected (loosened screws, burnt-out lamps, etc.).
- Periodically check the automatic defrosting of the cabinets (frequency, length, air temperature,
normal operation restore, etc.).
- Check the draining of the defrost water (free the drains, clean filters if any, check drain taps,
etc.);also check the water evaporation basin at least once a day.
- Make sure that no abnormal condensation occurs; if so, immediately call a qualified
refrigeratortechnician.
- IN CASE OF GAS LEAKS OR FIRE:
Do not stay with your head in the room in which the cabinet is situation if it has not been suitably
aired.
Disconnect the cabinet from the main switch prior to the appliance.
DO NOT USE WATER TO EXTINGUISH THE FIRE, BUT ONLY DRY EXTINGUISHERS.
ANY OTHER USE NOT EXPLICITLY INDICATED IN THIS MANUAL IS TO BE CONSIDERED AS
DANGEROUS AND THE MANUFACTURER CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
DAMAGE ARISING FROM ITS IMPROPER, WRONG OR UNREASONABLE USE.
USEFUL NUMBERS:TEL. +39 0499699333 - FAX +39 9699444 - CALL CENTER 848 800225

06/01/2016
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20.Accessories
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21.Spare parts
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REF.

L= 937

L=1250

L=1875

L=2500

1

01424400

02732703

02732704

02732706

PLASTIFIED GRAY N1 FRONT TRIM

2

0207355P1

0207331P1

0207332P1

0207333P1

PLASTIFIED GRAY N1 LOWER TRIM

3

02891140

02890766

02891227

02890767

CASING SUPPORT ALUMINIUM PROFILE

4

02290162

02290163

02290164

02290244

TOP STEEL PANEL

5

02379339

02379331

02379339

02379331

HONEYCOMB 20X120

6

04080269

04080271

04080272

04080274

CEILING LAMP HOT CABLE

7

04340010A

04339955A

04339915A

04339955A

MANUAL NIGHT BLIND H1800

8

04339916

MANUAL NIGHT BLIND SUPPORT

9

04339917

MANUAL NIGHT BLIND LOCK

10

04380200

04380500

04380100

04380539

FLUORESCENT LAMP

11

04490304

04490305

04490306

04490305

REACTOR (NON REPHASED)

12
13

04590100
04190415

04190415

STARTER 8-80 W
04190421

04190415

NOISEPROOF CONDENSER

14

04371025

"SIGNALUX" LAMP SWITCH

15

04450113

LEFT LAMP BASE

16

04450114

RIGHT LAMP BASE

17

02940723

02940725

02940727

02940725

LAMP COVER

18

02940720

LAMP COVERING CAP

19

03152590

ABS RIGHT ENDWALL

20

03152591

ABS LEFT ENDWALL

21

02742833

ABS ENDWALL THERMOPANE

22

04693031

ENDWALL FIXING SCREW 5X100

23

04693036

ENDWALL FIXING SCREW 4,5X50

24

04070146

GRAY SCREW CAP RAL 7037

25

04070160

GRAY SCREW CAP RAL 7011

26

02940349

ENDWALL GLASS BLOCK

27

05014500

GLASS BLOCKING STICKER DROPS

28

04713006

GLASS FIXING SCREW

29

02840225

02840226

02840227

02840831

EVAPORATOR

30

02290171

02290172

02290173

02290356

EVAPORATOR COVERING PANEL

31

04681225

04681073

04681073

04681073

EVAPORATOR FAN

32
33

04681015
02320524

02320525

FAN PROTECTING GRID
02320526

02320649

FAN HOLDER PANEL

34

02540200

DRAIN PIPE Ø 40

35

02540300

RING Ø 40 FOR DRAIN PIPE

36

04348179

PVC SIPHON

37

02300904

02300905

02300904

02300905

38

02671207

02671208

02671208

02671207-08

39
40
28

DESCRIPTION

04351057
02670593

02670601

AIR INTAKE OPENING
TRAY 530X934 - 530X625
TRAY RUBBER PLUG

02670593

02670601

WHITE 450 SHELF
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02767257

SHELF SUPPORT 450

42

02490738

02490739

02490738

02490739

WHITE UPPER BACK PANEL

43

02311661

02311662

02311661

02311662

WHITE LOWER BACK PANEL

44

02072860

02072870

02072880

02072890

GRAY N4SA FRONT CASING

45

06404800

THREADED FOOT M10X65

46

02892689

02892690

02892691

02892692

HANDRAIL PVC PROFILE (RAL 7000)

47

02891708

02891709

02891710

02891711

BUMPER PVC PROFILE (RAL7011)

48

02891730

02891731

02891732

02891733

INLAY PVC PROFILE (RAL 7000)

49

02940577

RIGHT BUMPER HEAD SECTION (RAL 7011)

50

02940578

LEFT BUMPER HEAD SECTION (RAL 7011)

51

03560871

STANDARD ELECTRIC PANEL

52

04661836

THERMOSTAT TR711N "PRODIGY" -35°/35°C

53

04626615

TIMER FIBER P25

54

04630390

CONTACTOR "ABB"

55

04170367

04170369

04170370

04170371

COMPRESSOR "ASPERA" R404A

56

02570185

02570121

02570223

02570223

CONDENSER

57

04681217

04681002

04681077

04681077

CONDENSER FAN

58

02550279

UPPER WATER BASIN CASE

59

03274899

LOWER WATER BASIN GROUP

60

02550256

LOWER WATER BASIN CASE

61

02538400

ARMOURED ELEMENT 1200 W

62

04660100

THERMOSTAT TR711N "PRODIGY" 30°/120°C

63

04371267

MICROSWITCH

64

04371265

FUSE HOLDER 32A "LEGRAND"

65

04371256

FUSE 10 A

66

04665515

FLOAT

67

04650830

MECHANICAL THERMOMETER "T&G"

68

02250281

06/01/2016

02250282

02250283

02250282

REAR GRID
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Read prior to installation and keep this information
This product made by Arneg S.p.A. is covered by Directive 2002/96/CE
WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) designed to halt the increase of this
type of waste and promote recycling as well as decreasing disposal.
The symbol of the crossed-out waste bin that appears on the rating plate
declares:
-

that the product was put in circulation after 13th August 2005;

that the product is subject to separate collection and must not be
treated like normal domestic waste or sent to dumps for disposal.

The user is required to delivery the product for disposal to the collection center specified by the local authorities
for recovery and recycling of professional WEEE. In case of trade-in of the old product for a new one, the user can
ask the seller to take delivery of the old one, no matter what the brand.
The manufacturer is responsible for making recovery, disposal and treatment of its products feasible at the end of
their useful life, either directly or via a collective system.
Violations of the regulation call for specific sanctions, to be established autonomously by each EU member
country with its own legislation, binding equally on all those subject to its laws.
Arneg S.p.A. in considering this product a WEEE, interprets the guidelines of Orgalime, which takes account of
the application, in Italian legislation, with Legislative Decree no. 151 of July 15, 2005, of directives 2002/96/CE,
and 2002/95/CE (RoHS), relative to the use of hazardous substances in electric and electronic devices.
For further information see your Municipal Authorities, the Seller or the Manufacturer.
The directive does not apply to products sold outside the European Community.

Declaration of RoHS conformity
The undersigned, ARNEG Spa with headquarters in Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD) ITALIA,
declares under its sole responsibility that this refrigerated cabinet model Miniodessa, with incorporated
refrigerating unit, complies with the provisions of Directive 2002/95/CE (RoHS).
In all the homogeneous materials used for its production, any content of lead, mercury, hexavalent chrome,
polybrominated biphenyl (PBB), and polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) does not exceed, in weight 0.1%; that
of cadmium does not exceed, in weight 0.01%.

1. Declaration of WEE and RoHS conformity

Arneg S.p.A
Presidente / President / Vorsitzender
3 UpVLGHQW3UHVLGHQWHɉɪɟɡɢɞɟɧɬ
Luigi Finco

Ci riserviamo il diritto di apportare in qualunque momento, le modifiche alle specifiche e ai dati
contenuti in questa pubblicazione senza obbligo di avviso preventivo.
La presente pubblicazione non può essere riprodotta e/o comunicata a terzi senza
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preventiva autorizzazione
esclusivamente dai nostri clienti.
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approntata

per
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utilizzata

We reserve the right to change our technical specifications without notice.

GB

This brochure may not be reproduced, nor its contents disclosed to third parties without arneg’
s consent and it is meant only for use by our customers.

Änderungen der in dieser Broschüre enthaltenen Angaben und Informationen
voberhalten. Diese Broschüre darf ohne usere ausdrückliche Genehmigung weder
vervielfältigt noch an Dritte weitergegeben werden und sie ist ausschließlich für unsere
Kunden bestimmt.

D

Nous nous réservons le droit d’apporter à tout moment des modification aux spécifiques
et aux caractéristiques contenues danse cette publication, sans aucune obligation de
préavis de notre part. Cette publication ne peut être reproduite et/ou communiquée â des
tiers sans autorisation préalable. Elle a été réalisée pour étre utilisée exclusivement par nos
clients.

F

Nos reservamos el derecho de aportar en cualquier momento las modificaciones a las
especificaciones y a los datos contenidos en esta publicació sin ninguna obligación de aiso
anticipado.La presente publicación no puede ser reproducida y/o comunicada a terceros sin
la previa autorización y ha sido aprontada para ser utilizada exclusivamente por nuestros
clientes.
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5. Declaratión de
Conformidad Dichiarazione di Conformità 6.
La sottoscritta ARNEG Spa con sede legale in Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD) ITALIA
dichiara sotto la propria responsabilità che il mobile refrigerato Miniodessa risponde ai requisiti essenziali
richiesti dalle direttive CEE 73/23 - CEE 89/336 - CEE 98/37 e successive modifiche.
Rimane escluso dal campo di applicazione della direttiva CEE 97/23 in quanto ricade nell’ Articolo 1 par. 3.

Conformity Declaration
The undersigned, ARNEG Spa with headquarters in Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD)
ITALIA, declares under its sole responsibility that the Miniodessa refrigerated cabinet meets with the
essential requirements prescribed by Directives 73/23/EEC - 89/336/EEC - 98/37/EEC and following
amendments.
This product is not included in the scope of application of Directive 97/23/EEC as it falls within the scope of
Article 1, par. 3.

Übereinstimmungserklärung
Die unterzeichnete Firma ARNEG Spa mit Standort in Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD)
ITALIEN erklärt unter der eigenen Verantwortung, dass das Kühlmöbel Miniodessa mit den Normen und
wesentlichen Anforderungen, die von den Richtlinien CEE 73/23 - CEE 89/336 - CEE 98/37 und den
anschließenden Änderungen gefordert werden, übereinstimmt.
Der Anwendungsbereich der EWG- Richtlinie 97/23, da der Artikel 1 Par. 3 zur Anwendung kommt, bleibt
ausgeschlossen.

Déclaration de Conformité
La soussignée ARNEG S.p.A. ayant siège légal à Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD)
ITALIE, déclare sous sa responsabilité que le meuble réfrigéré Miniodessa est conforme aux normes et
aux exigences essentielles des directives CEE 73/23 - CEE 89/336 - CEE 98/37 et modifications
successives.
Il est exclu du champ d'application de la directive CEE 97/23 en application de l'Article 1, paragraphe 3.

Declaratión de Conformidad
La suscrita ARNEG Spa con sede legal en Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD) ITALIA
declara bajo su propia responsabilidad que el mueble refrigerado Miniodessa es conforme con los
requisitos esenciales requeridos por las directivas CEE 73/23 - CEE 89/336 - CEE 98/37 y sucesivas
modificaciones.
Quedando excluido del campo de aplicación de la directiva CEE 97/23 en cuanto se encuentra aplicada en
el Artículo 1 par. 3.

]! ? $ ARNEG Spa, ! Via Venezia, 58 - 35010 Campo San Martino (PD) ^,
CEE 73/23 - CEE 89/336 - CEE 98/37 < .
]
* CEE 97/23, * ** 1 . 3.

, [ \ Miniodessa
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